THE Γ-ULTRAPRODUCT AND AVERAGEABLE CLASSES
WILL BONEY

Abstract. This paper introduces the Γ-ultraproduct, which is designed to take a collection
of structures omitting some fixed set of unary types Γ and average them into a structure
that also omits those types. The motivation comes from the Banach space ultraproduct,
and generalizes other existing constructions such as the torsion submodule. Motivated by
examples and counterexamples, we explore conditions on classes that make the Γ-ultraproduct
well-behaved and apply results from the existing literature on classification for nonelementary
classes. We use torsion modules over PIDs as an extended example.

1. Introduction
Ultraproducts are an invaluable tool in first-order model theory. The ability to create a new
structure that is the “average” of some collection of structures has far-reaching implications, perhaps most importantly the compactness theorem. When trying to adapt first-order results (such
as various results of classification theory) to nonelementary contexts, the lack of compactness is
a major stumbling block. One strategy is to use set-theoretic hypotheses to allow very complete
ultrafilters (see [MaSh285] [KoSh362] [Bon14]). Another approach is to assume that the class
satisfies some fragment of compactness; an example of this is the property tameness, which was
introduced by Grossberg and VanDieren [GV06b] and has seen a large amount of activity in
recent years.
This paper takes a different approach. Rather than appealing to the uniform construction
of the ultraproduct, we fix a collection Γ of types to be omitted in advance and then build the
Γ-ultraproduct with the express purpose of creating an average that omits those types. More
precisely, fix the following:
• a language L;
• a collection of unary L-types Γ; and
• a collection of L-structures {Mi : i ∈ I} that each omit1 every type in Γ.
We sometimes refer to this collection as the data.
The main definition of this paper is the Γ-ultraproduct of this data by some ultrafilter U ,
QΓ
which is denoted
Mi /U .
Definition 1.1. Fix an ultrafilter U on I.
Γ
Y

Mi := {f ∈

Y

Mi

:

there is some Xf ∈ U such that, for each p ∈ Γ, there

i∈I

is a φpf (x) ∈ p such that Mi |= ¬φpf (f (i)) for each i ∈ Xf }
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QΓ
QΓ
QΓ
• Form
Mi /U by giving it universe
Mi /U := {[f
Mi } and inheriting
Q]U : f ∈
the functions and relationsQfrom the full ultraproduct Mi /U .
p
• If Γ = {p}, then we write
Mi /U .
QΓ
Given [f ]U ∈
Mi /U , we call a choice function p ∈ Γ 7→ φpf as in the definition a witness
for [f ]U ’s inclusion in the Γ-ultraproduct. We typically denote witnesses and choice functions by
C. Note that there are often many witnesses for a single element.
Unlike the normal ultraproduct, there is no reason to suspect that the Γ-ultraproduct is always
well-behaved or is even an L-structure; these issues and examples of where things go wrong are
explored in Section 2. Note that the assumption that the types of Γ are unary is crucial for
QΓ
this definition. This allows the inclusion criteria for i∈I Mi to be local, i. e., only depend on
the function on consideration. If the types were not unary (such as those expressing a group is
locally finite), then determining wether a choice function f were to be included would require
a witness that involves the other included choice functions in some way. There seems to be no
uniform way to generalize the above definition in this case. Indeed, simply coding tuples as single
elements with projection functions does not avoid this necessity: the resulting Γ-ultraproduct
might omit the coded types, but fail to satisfy the sentences stating that finite tuples are coded
as elements.
Section 3 introduces averageable classes (roughly nonelementary classes where the appropriate
Γ is well-behaved) and applies some results from the classification theory of AECs; Theorem 3.12
here gives a dividing line in the number of models for averageable classes. Section 4 gives several
examples of these classes, including dense linearly ordered groups with a cofinal Z-chain. Section
5 develops the example of torsion modules over a PID, including the appropriate Loś’ Theorem
and some stability theory.
This construction can be seen as a generalization of two well-known constructions: ultraproducts of multi-sorted structures and Banach space ultraproducts. Subsection 4.4 shows how to
view the ultraproduct of multi-sorted structures as the appropriate Γ-ultraproduct. Moreover, if
Γ is finite (as it is in most of our examples, with Banach spaces and Archimedean fields being the
only non-examples in this paper), there is a single type pΓ such that omitting pΓ is equivalent to
omitting all of Γ. Then, we could attempt to impose a sorted structure on a model omitting Γ
by which formula of pΓ it omits, and attempt to translate the language and syntax to a sorted
one. This would be an alternate presentation of these results: being able to sort the language
corresponds to Γ-closed (Definition 2.2) and being able to sort the formulas corresponds to Γnice (Definition 2.8). We chose the current presentation in part because some choice of equally
valid presentations must be made, but also to accommodate cases of omitting infinitely many
types and to avoid the unnaturality discussed below. We discuss a third possible presentation in
Section 2.5.
Q
In the standard Banach space ultraproduct, the elements of Bi /U are sequences of bounded
norm that are modded out by the equivalence relation
(xi ) ∼U (yi ) ⇐⇒ lim kxi − yi kBi = 0
U

In the standard model-theoretic ultraproduct, the elements of
modded out by the equivalence relation

Q

Mi /U are sequences that are

(xi ) ∼U (yi ) ⇐⇒ {i : xi = yi } ∈ U
Both constructions contain a step that ignores U -small differences; this is the equivalence relations. However, the Banach space ultraprpoduct contains an extra step the excludes unbounded
sequences. In model theoretic language, this amounts to excluding sequences that would realize
the type {kxk > n : n < ω}. The model theoretic ultraproduct has no similar step. We do
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QΓ
this to arrive at
Mi /U . Example 4.1 goes into greater detail about the application of the
Γ-ultraproduct to Banach spaces. Indeed, this example was the original motivation for the Γultraproduct as an attempt to generalize the extra step of throwing away unbounded elements to
more general situations. Note that, in continuous first order logic (see [BBHU08]), attention is restricted to uniformly bounded metric spaces and, thus, avoid the extra step. Ben Yaacov [BYa08]
has explored continuous logic in unbounded metric spaces. The key there is to restrict the logic
to only allow quantifiers that specify that the type is omitted, that is, quantifiers that turn
φ(x, y) into ∃x (kxk < n ∧ φ(x, y)) for some n < ω; see Observation 2.7 for a discussion of that
technique here..
Many of the proofs of this paper (particularly the basic exploration of the Γ-ultraproduct in
Section 2) are straightforward (especially in light of the above comparisons). However, there
seems to be no place in the literature that discusses these constructions in this generality or
applies them to achieve compactness-like results in nonelementary classes. In particular, the
results of Section 5 on the compactness and classification theory of torsion modules over PIDs
is new. While these results could have been obtained by “sorting” the structures and applying
the ultraproduct of sorted structures2, this class is always considered as a nonelementary (singlesorted) class. Moreover, the translation to a sorted class would be very unnatural: the single
addition function + would replaced by a collection of addition functions {+r, r0 | r, r0 ∈ R} (and
similarly for other functions). Moreover, formulas like “∃z(x + z = y)” would not survive the
sorting translation and one would be forced to specify an annihilator of x, y, and z to use such
a formula. Thus, we prefer to work with torsion modules as a “sortable” class, rather than one
that is actually sorted.
2. Properties of

QΓ

Mi /U

Our main goal will be analyzing compactness in classes of the form (EC(T, Γ), ≺) or (EC(T, Γ), ⊂)
via the Γ-ultraproduct (recall the definition of the Γ-ultraproduct from Definition 1.1 and that
EC(T, Γ) is the class of all models of T that omit each type in Γ). However, in this section we
analyze this construction in more generality; we specialize back to these classes in Section 3.
This definition and the discussion below work in a great deal of generality, in particular
allowing many unary types of different sizes. In concrete cases, Γ often consists of a single
countable type and the reader can simplify to this case with little loss.
QΓ
The analysis of
Mi /U breaks along two main questions:
QΓ
Q
• Is
Mi /U a structure, specifically a substructure of Mi /U ?
QΓ
Q
• Is
Mi /U an elementary substructure of Mi /U ?
We analyze each of this separately, although we first provide examples that the answer to each
question can be no.
Example 2.1.
(1) Set M = (ω, +, |, 2), I = ω, p(x) = {(2k | x) ∧ (x 6= Q
0) : k < ω}, where the ‘ |0 is the
p
n
symbol for ‘divides.’ Then [n 7→ 1]U , [n 7→ 2 − 1]U ∈
M/U , but
n

n

[n 7→ 1]U + [n 7→ 2 − 1]U = [n 7→ 2 ]U 6∈

p
Y

M/U

Qp

Thus
M/U is not closed under addition.
(2) Let L be the two-sorted language hN1 , N2 ; +1 , ×1 , 11 ; +2 , ×2 , 12 ; ×1,2 i where ×1,2 : N1 ×
N2 → N1 . Take M = hN, N0 ; +, ×, 1; +0 , ×0 , 10 ; ×∗ i where N and N0 are disjoint copies of
the naturals and ×∗ is also normal multiplication. Then this structure omits the type of
2Or, in the case R = Z, imposing a metric on torsion abelian groups by setting d(g, h) = log o(g − h).
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a nonstandard
element of the second sort p(x) = {N2 (x) ∧ (1 + · · · + 1 6= x) : nQ< ω}.
Qp
Then
M/U is a structure. In particular, N2 remains standard but N1 is just N/U .
To see the failures of Loś’ Theorem described above,
• the formula ψ(x)Q≡ “∃y ∈ N2 (11 ×1,2 y = x) is true of all n ∈ N1M , but is not true
p
M/U
of [n 7→ n]U ∈ N1
.
Qp
• the sentence φ ≡ “∀x ∈ N1 ∃y ∈ N2 (11 ×1,2 y = x)” is true in M , but not in
M/U
for the above reason.
Note that the first example shows that the class of classically valued fields does not fit into the
framework described here; compactness results in that class will be explored in Boney [Bonc].
These examples and Example 2.14 below give an indication of when things don’t fit nicely
into this framework. Section 4 collects several positive examples.
QΓ
QΓ
2.1. Structure. For
Mi /U to be a structure, all that is necessary is that
Mi /U is closed
QΓ
under functions. This means that,
if
[f
,
]
.
.
.
,
[f
]
∈
M
/U
have
witnesses
to their
0
U
n−1
U
i
Q
inclusion and F is a function of
Mi /U , then F ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ) has a witness as well.
However, in many cases, there is a degree of uniformity where tuples with the same sequence of
witnesses are always mapped to an element with a fixed witness.
Definition 2.2. {Mi : i ∈ I} is Γ-closed iff for all n-ary functions F of L, there is a function
gF that takes in n choice functions on Γ and outputs a choice function on Γ such that
QΓ
for all [f1 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U ∈
Mi /U with witnesses C1 , . . . , Cn , we have that, for each i ∈ I and
p ∈ Γ,
Mi  ¬φ (F (f1 (i), . . . , fn (i)))
where φ = gF (C1 , . . . , Cn ) (p)
Abelian torsion groups are an example of this: the order of h + k can be computed from
the orders of h and k; see Section 4.2. There, g+ takes in natural numbers (representing choice
functions on the singleton set of the torsion type) and outputs a natural number such that
g+ (o(h), o(k)) is an order of h + k.
QΓ
It is clear that if {Mi : i ∈ I} is Γ-closed, then
Mi /U is a structure for all ultrafilters U ; the
witness to F ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ) is gF (C1 , . . . , Cn ).
The main advantage of Γ-closedness is in the study of classes of models omitting Γ when Γ
is finite because this property is captured by the first order theory of M . We say that a class
EC(T, Γ) is Γ-closed iff every collection of models from it is Γ-closed.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose Γ is finite and T is ∀(Γ ∪ ¬Γ)-complete. Then EC(T, Γ) is Γ-closed
iff some collection {Mi ∈ EC(T, Γ) : i ∈ I} is.
The notation “∀(Γ ∪ ¬Γ)-complete” means that T decides all first order sentences whose
quantifiers are a universal followed by a quantifier string that appears in Γ or a universal followed
by the negation of such a string; similar expressions have the obvious meaning.
Proof: Being Γ-closed can be expressed by the following scheme: for each F ∈ L, sequence
of choice functions C0 , . . . , Cn−1 , and p ∈ Γ, include the sentence



^
∀x0 , . . . , xn−1 
¬Ci (q) (xi ) → ¬gF (C0 , . . . , Cn−1 ) (p) (F (x0 , . . . , xn−1 ))
q∈Γ,i<n

where gF is the witness for F from the definition of Γ-closed. Since Γ is finite, this is first order
of the desired complexity.
†
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QΓ
Q
If
Mi /U is a structure, then it is a substructure of Mi /U . This immediately gives us a
universal version of Loś’ Theorem.
QΓ
Theorem 2.4 (Universal Loś’ Theorem). Suppose
Mi /U is a structure. If φ(x0 , . . . , xn ) is
QΓ
a universal formula and [f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ∈
Mi /U , then
{i ∈ I : Mi |= φ(f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U =⇒

Γ
Y

Mi /U |= φ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

QΓ
Proof: The key point is that, since
Mi /U is a structure, it is a substructure of the full
Q
Q
QΓ
ultraproduct Mi /U . Thus, universal formulas transfer from Mi /U to
Mi /U .
†
Remark 2.5. A proof by induction on formula complexity (mirroring the proof of the standard
version of Loś’ Theorem) is also possible. This proof is longer, but provides extra information:
QΓ
if φ and ψ are formulas that transfer from a U -large set of Mi to
Mi /U , then conjunction,
disjunction, and universal quantification preserves this transfer, while negation reverses it. This
finer analysis is used in Section 5.2.
This has important implications for Γ consisting of existential types.
QΓ
Proposition 2.6. Suppose
Mi /U is a structure and the types of Γ contain only existential
formulas.
QΓ
(1)
Mi /U omits Γ.
QΓ
(2) If Γ is finite and each Mi satisfies a common ∃∀ theory T∃∀ , then
Mi /U  T∃∀ .
Proof:
QΓ
(1) Let [f ]U ∈
Mi /U and p ∈ Γ. By definition, there is φp ∈ p such that {i ∈ I : Mi 
QΓ
¬φp (f (i))} ∈ U . Since ¬φp is universal,
Mi /U  ¬φp (m) by Universal Loś’ Theorem
2.4.
(2) Let ∃xψ(x) be in T∃∀ with ψ universal and let i0 ∈ I. Then there are m1 , . . . , mn ∈ Mi0
such that Mi0  ψ(m1 , . . . , mn ). Because Mi0 omits Γ, for each p ∈ Γ and ` = 1, . . . , n,
there is φ`p ∈ p such that Mi0  ¬φ`p (m` ). Then,


^
Mi0  ∃x ψ(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∧
¬φ`p (x` )
p∈Γ;`≤n

This is part of T∃∀ , so for each i ∈ I, there is mi1 , . . . , mn1 ∈ Mi such that
^
Mi  ψ(mi1 , . . . , min ) ∧
¬φ`p (mi` )
p∈Γ;`≤n

Thus [g` ]U ∈
that

QΓ

Mi /U , where g` (i) = mi` , and, by Universal Loś’ Theorem 2.4, we have
Γ
Y

Mi /U  ψ ([g1 ]U , . . . , [gn ]U )
†

Indeed, if Γ is finite (but not necessarily existential), a similar proof shows that if each Mi
QΓ
satisfy a common ∃(¬Γ ∪ ∀)-theory, then
Mi /U models the ∃∀ part of the common theory.
Note that the ∃∀ level is sharp as Example 2.1.(2) gives an example of a Γ-ultrapower that
doesn’t have the same ∀∃ theory.
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QΓ
2.2. Elementary Substructure. For this subsection, assume that
Mi /U is a structure.
The second line of analysis of the Γ-ultraproduct is finding the class of formulas φ(x) such
QΓ
that for all [f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ∈
Mi /U ,
{i ∈ I : Mi  φ (f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U ⇐⇒

Γ
Y

Mi /U  φ ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

We know that this class contains the universal formulas and, indeed, is closed under universal
quantification. However, Example 2.1.(2) shows that existential quantification causes problems.
The problem is that the witnesses to an existential formula involving parameters that omit Γ
uniformly might not omit Γ uniformly.
When Γ is finite, some level of existential quantification is allowed by essentially forcing a
witness to exist as part of the condition on the existential.
Observation 2.7. Suppose Γ is finite. If Loś’ Theorem holds for φ(x, y) then it also holds for


^
∃x φ(x, y) ∧
¬C(p)(x)
p∈Γ

for any choice function C on Γ. Recalling Ben Yaacov’s work on metric ultraproducts in unbounded metric structures, this condition is similar to his requirement that the formula is bounded
[BYa08, Definition 2.7].
In general, there are two main ways of guaranteeing the transfer of all existential statements:
Γ-niceness and quantifier elimination.
Γ-niceness is the appropriate generalization of Γ-closed to the situation of existentials.
Definition 2.8. {Mi : i ∈ Γ} is Γ-nice iff for all existential formulas ψ :≡ ∃xφ(x, y) of L, there
is a function gψ that takes in `(y) choice functions on Γ and outputs a choice function on Γ such
that
QΓ
for all [f1 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U ∈
Mi /U with witnesses C1 , . . . , Cn and i ∈ I, if
Mi  ∃xφ (x, f1 (i), . . . , fn (i)), then there is m ∈ Mi such that, for all p ∈ Γ,
Mi  φ (m, f1 (i), . . . , fn (i)) ∧ ¬χ(m)
where χ = gψ (C1 , . . . , Cn ) (p).
The following basic facts about Γ-niceness are obvious. Recall from the introduction that the
data refers to the collection of the language, the types to be omitted, and the structures that we
wish to take the Γ-ultraproduct of.
Proposition 2.9.
(1) If the data is Γ-nice, then it is Γ-closed.
(2) The data is Γ-nice iff there is a skolemization of the data that is Γ-closed.
(3) If Γ is finite, then being Γ-nice is first-order expressible.
Proof: For (1), set gF := g∃x(F (y)=x) . For (2), take gF∃xφ(x;y) = g∃xφ(x;y) . For (3), the proof
follows as in Proposition 2.6.(2).
†
The main use of Γ-niceness is as a sufficient condition for Loś’ Theorem to hold.
Theorem 2.10 (Loś’ Theorem). Suppose the data is Γ-nice and U is an ultrafilter on I. If
QΓ
Mi /U , then
φ(x1 , . . . , xn ) is a formula and [f1 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U ∈
{i ∈ I : Mi |= φ (f1 (i), . . . , fn (i))} ∈ U ⇐⇒

Γ
Y

Mi /U |= φ ([f1 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U )
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Proof: By Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.4, all that needs to be shown is that adding an
QΓ
existential quantifier maintains transfer from “true in U -many Mi ’s” to “true in
Mi /U .”
QΓ
That is, suppose φ(y) = ∃xψ(x, y) such that, for all [f0 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U ∈
Mi /U ,
Γ
Y
{i ∈ I : Mi |= ψ (f0 (i), . . . , fn (i))} ∈ U ⇐⇒
Mi /U |= ψ ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U )
QΓ
We want to show that, for all [f1 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U ∈
Mi /U ,

X := {i ∈ I : Mi |= ∃xψ(x, f1 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U =⇒

Γ
Y

Mi /U |= ∃xψ(x, [f1 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

Suppose we have such a tuple with witnesses C1 , . . . , Cn . By Γ-niceness, for each i ∈ X, there is
QΓ
mi ∈ Mi as in the definition. Then [i 7→ mi ]U is in
Mi /U , as witnessed by gψ (C1 , . . . , Cn )
and {i ∈ I : Mi |= ψ (mi , f1 (i), . . . , fn (i))} ∈ U . By the induction assumption,
Γ
Y

Mi /U  ψ ([i 7→ mi ]U , [f1 ]U , . . . , [fn ]U )
†

as desired.

Once we have the full strength of Loś’ Theorem, we are guaranteed the resulting structure
omits the desired types.
Proposition 2.11 (Type Omission). Suppose the data is Γ-nice (or just Los’ Theorem holds).
QΓ
Then
Mi /U omits each type in Γ.
QΓ
Proof: Let [f ]U ∈
Mi /U . This is witnessed by some C. For each p ∈ Γ,
{i ∈ I : Mi  ¬C(p) (f (i))} ∈ U
By Theorem 2.10,
Γ
Y

So every element of

QΓ

Mi /U  ¬C(p) ([f ]U )

Mi /U does not realize any type from Γ.

†

Summarizing our results so far, we have the following.
QΓ
Corollary 2.12. If the data is Γ-nice, then
Mi /U is an L-structure that satisfies Loś’
Theorem and omits every type in Γ. In particular, if Mi ∈ EC(T, Γ) for all i ∈ I, then
QΓ
Mi /U ∈ EC(T, Γ).
Proof: By Theorems 2.10 and 2.11.

†

We now turn to another method for proving Loś’ Theorem that seems more ad-hoc, but has
proven more useful in practice: quantifier elimination. This method involves directly proving that
the Γ-ultraproduct is a structure that models the theory T and, if T has only partial quantifier
elimination, proving that Loś’ Theorem holds for the necessary class of formulas. Examples of
this are DLOGZ (Section 4.3) and torsion modules over PIDs (Section 5). This final example
makes use of the full generality of the following proposition since modules only have quantifier
elimination to p. p. formulas.
QΓ
Proposition 2.13. Suppose each Mi  T ,
Mi /U  T , T has quantifier elimination to ∆formulas, and Loś’ Theorem for ∆-formulas holds. Then the full Loś’ Theorem holds.
Proof: Immediate.

†
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2.3. Ultrapowers. We now turn our attention to ultrapowers, where Mi = M for all i ∈ I. In
QΓ
this case, set  : M →
Mi /U to be the ultrapower map by (m) = [i 7→ m]U . This function is
QΓ
well-defined even if
Mi /U is not a structure, and the statement of Los’ Theorem is equivalent
to  being an elementary embedding. We would also like to know when this construction gives
rise to a proper extension. Unfortunately, this is not always the case.
Example 2.14. Let U be an ultrafilter
Qpon I. Take the ultraproduct of N = hω, +, ·, <i omitting
p(x) = {x > n : n < ω}; then  : N ∼
N/U .
=
Proof: The data is obviously Γ-closed:Qg+ (x, y) = x + y and g· (x, y)Q= x · y. This is enough
p
p
to make the conclusion well-formed, i. e.
N/U is a structure. If f ∈
N, then there is some
kf < ω such that f (i) < kf for all i ∈ I. Since U is ω-complete (as are all ultrafilters) and kf is
finite, there is
nf < kf such that {i ∈ I : f (i) = nf } ∈ U . Thus, [f ]U = [i 7→ nf ]U and the
Qsome
p
mapping h :
N/U → N by h([f ]U ) = nf is an isomorphism.
†
Qp
This did not give rise to a new model because the choice function witnessing f ∈
N,
here characterized by a single natural number, determined which element of N the function
represented. In order to ensure that  is not surjective, we need to ensure that there are many
choices that give rise to the same C. Indeed, this characterization is reversible.
Theorem 2.15. Suppose M omits Γ. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) There is infinite X ⊂ M and choice function C such that, for all m ∈ X and p ∈ Γ,
M  ¬C(p) (m)
(2) There is a nonprincipal ultrafilter U such that  : M →

QΓ

M/U is not surjective.

Proof: For (1) implies (2), let U be any nonprincipal ultrafilter on ω. Then let f : ω → X
QΓ
enumerate distinct members of X. By definition of X, f ∈
M . Since U is nonprincipal, f is
QΓ
not U -equal to any constant function. Thus, [f ]U is an extra element in
M/U .
QΓ
For (2) implies (1), let [f ]U be a new element of
M/U . Then, for each m ∈ M ,
Xf ∩ {i ∈ I : f (i) = m} 6∈ U
Then f 00 Xf ⊂ M is infinite and, taking C to be the choice function witnessing f ∈
have that, for each m ∈ f 00 Xf and p ∈ Γ,

QΓ

M , we

M  ¬C(p) (m)
†
Corollary 2.16. If kM k >
is not surjective.

Q

p∈Γ

|p|, then there is an ultrafilter U such that  : M →

QΓ

M/U

Proof: Q
For each x ∈ M , pick a choice function C x such that, for all p ∈ Γ, M  ¬C x (p)(x).
There are |p| many possible values for C x . Since kM k is greater than this, there must be some
infinite X ⊂ |M | such that the choice is constant. Then apply Theorem 2.15.
†
Corollary
2.17. Suppose p is countable and M is uncountable. If U is nonprincipal, then
Qp
M/U ∼
6 M.
=
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2.4. Changing the language. One strength of the ultraproduct is its robustness under changing the language. Unfortunately, the Γ-ultraproduct does not share this robustness. However,
some results remain, which gives rise to a form of Γ-compactness in Theorem 3.3, and there are
sometimes natural conditions, such as in Section 4.1, that determine when the expansions are
well-behaved.
As with quantifier elimination, adding constants does not impact the properties discussed
above (Γ-closed, etc.). As an example, we show that Γ-niceness is preserved.
Proposition 2.18. Suppose {Mi : i ∈ I} is Γ-nice and Mi∗ is an expansion of Mi by constants
i
omits each type at the same place for all i ∈ I. Then
{cj : j < κ} such that, for all j < κ, cM
j
∗
{Mi : i ∈ I} is Γ-nice.
Proof: Let ψ ∗ (y) = ∃xφ∗ (x, y) be an existential formula in the expanded language. Then,
there are new constants c such that ∃xφ(x, y, c) = ψ ∗ and φ is a formula in the original language.
¯ where C¯ are the choice functions for the c; these exist by hypothesis. Then
Set gψ∗ (z) := gψ (z, C),
gψ∗ witness the Γ-niceness.
†
In general, expanding the language by functions or relations does not preserve these properties.
For instance, an added function might pick out elements that omit the types “wildly” on a
domain that omits the types at the same place. This is of course unfortunate because these are
the expansions that are most often useful. However, this means that the study of when expanding
the language preserves these properties is of great interest. One example is given in Subsection
4.1. Another example, given below, shows that this investigation allows us to get compactness
results outside of omitting types classes.
Set T to be the L(Q)-theory that says E is an equivalence relations and each class is countable;
this is a first order axiom and ∀x¬QyE(x, y). This is the most basic example of a quasiminimal
class and of a non-finitary AEC (the strong substructure is substructure plus equivalence classes
don’t grow; see Kirby [Kir10] for an explicit description of this class and overview of quasiminimal
classes). Thus, this is not a type-omitting class, but there is a well-known method that allows the
expression of Lω1 ,ω (Q) in terms of Lω1 ,ω in an expanded language (see, for instance, the proof
of [Bal09, Theorem 5.1.8]). This expansion is not canonical and typically gives rise to non-unary
types. However, in this example, the combination of the facts that the L(Q)-subformula has only
one free variable and the fact that the quasiminimal closure is trivial allows us to get a result.
Expand L by adding countably many unary predicates {Rn (x) : n < ω} and expand a model
of T by making Rn true of exactly one member of each equivalence class. Set T ∗ to be the first
order part of T plus ∀x∃!x (Rn (y) ∧ E(x, y)) for each n < ω and set p = {¬Rn (x) : n < ω}. The
following is straightforward.
Claim 2.19. Let {Mi : i ∈ I} be models of T and U an ultrafilter on I. If Mi∗ is an expansion
of Mi to a model of T ∗ omitting p, then
!
p
Y
∗
Mi /U  L  T
Qp ∗
and Loś’ Theorem holds. Moreover, (
Mi /U )  L does not depend on the choice of the
expansion.
This is a very basic example and the consequences are more easily obtained by analyzing it as
a quasiminimal class. However, it gives hope that more intractable L(Q) classes can be analyzed
via the Γ-ultraproduct.
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2.5. A different approach. We have given a description of this construction that is intimately
tied to the ultraproduct. However, if Γ is a finite set of types, then there is an equivalent way of
constructing the Γ-ultraproduct.
Given a model M , set the Γ-hull of M to be
Γ(M ) := {m ∈ M : ∀p ∈ Γ, m does not realize p}
QΓ
If Γ is finite, then Γ ( Mi /U ) =
Mi /U . In the general study of Γ-hulls, i. e., not just when
taking the Γ-hull of an ultraproduct, many of the same issues arise in the analysis of the Γ-hull
as the Γ-ultraproduct, but with the relationship between Γ(M ) and M taking center stage. For
instance, Section 2.2 would be replaced by an exploration of how elementary Γ(M ) is in M .
This paper focused on the Γ-ultraproduct over the Γ-hull for two related reasons. First, the
main goal of viewing nonelementary classes as averageable is that some form of compactness holds
there. Thus, working with ultraproducts is very natural. Second, some classes have a stronger
QΓ
Loś’ Theorem between {Mi : i ∈ I} and
M /U than there is (in general) elementarity
QΓ i
between Γ(M ) and M . This again makes
Mi /U the natural choice. An example of the
second is abelian torsion groups. For instance, tor (Z ⊕ Z2 ) = Z2 and Z ⊕ Z2 are very different,
but the full Loś’ Theorem holds for this class by Theorem 5.10.
In general, we have, as sets,
Q

Γ
Y

Mi /U ⊂ Γ

Y

 Y
Mi /U ⊂
Mi /U

It would be interseting to find a nonelementary class (with Γ necessarily infinite) where the
Γ-hull of the ultraproduct was the proper structure to analyze, e. g., it is different from the
Γ-ultraproduct and the Γ-hull is in the class, but the Γ-ultraproduct is not.
3. Averageable Classes
We now consider classes that are well behaved under some Γ-ultraproduct. We use the language of Abstract Elementary Classes (AECs) here; Baldwin [Bal09], Grossberg [Gro02], and
Shelah [Sh:h] are the standard references. The main object of study are classes of models that
omit all types from Γ such that all sets of models from there are Γ-closed or Γ-nice and that the
strong substructure relation under consideration is preserved under ultraproducts. The examples
we consider all fall into one of two cases:
(1) (EC(T, Γ), ⊂) when T is ∃∀, the types of Γ are existential, and EC(T, Γ) is Γ-closed.
(2) (EC(T, Γ), ≺) when EC(T, Γ) is Γ-nice.
The reader can easily focus on these, but we introduce a joint generalization of these cases to
keep from stating our results twice and for potential future applications.
Definition 3.1. An AEC K is averageable iff there is a collection of first-order formulas F that
contains all atomic formulas and a collection of unary types Γ such that
• for all φ(x) ∈ p ∈ Γ, ¬φ(x) ∈ F;
• the strong substructure ≺K is F-elementary substructure;
QΓ
• given {Mi ∈ K : i ∈ I} and an ultrafilter U on I,
Mi /U ∈ K and this Γ-ultraproduct
satisfies Loś’ Theorem for the formulas in F; and
• each M ∈ K omits each p ∈ Γ.
Being an averageable class gives a very strong compactness result within the incompact framework of AECs; this was seen using large cardinals in Boney [Bon14] and exploited in Boney and
Grossberg [BG] axiomatically.
The first property of averageable classes is a (much) better Hanf number.
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose that K is averageable and set κ =
models.

Q

11

|p|. Then K>κ has no maximal

Q
This follows directly from Corollary 2.16. The normal Hanf number is i(2|T | )+ , while |p| ≤
2|T | .
A stronger result builds on Proposition 2.18. Because they omit types, averageable classes are
not compact. However, they satisfy a strong approximation to compactness that we call local
compactness.
Theorem 3.3 (Local Compactness). Suppose that (EC(T, Γ), ≺) is an averageable class with
F; T ∗ is an extension of T in τ ∗ := τ (T ) ∪ {ci : i < κ} such that each sentence comes from
substituting new constants into a formula from F; and choice functions {Ci : i < κ} on Γ with
T0 = {¬Ci (p) (ci ) : i < κ, p ∈ Γ}.
If, for every finite T − ⊂ T ∗ , there is M ∗  T − ∪ T0 that omits all of Γ, then T ∗ has a model
omitting all of Γ.
Looking at the space gS n (∅) of syntactic n-types that are realized in some model of EC(T, Γ)
when Γ is finite leads to the name local compactness. Equipped with the standard topology, this
space is not compact, but it is locally compact. If p ∈ gS n (∅) and C1 , . . . , Cn are the corresponding
choice functions, then
u
}
^
v
¬Ci (p)((xi )~
p∈Γ,i<n

is a compact clopen neighborhood of p (the compactness follows by our theorem). When n or
Γ is infinite, this set is no longer clopen (so the space is no longer locally compact), but the set
above is still compact and typically contains more than just p.
Proof: For each finite T − ⊂ T ∗ , let MT∗ − be the model advertised in the hypothesis and let
MT − be its restriction to τ (T ). Let U be a fine ultrafilter on Pω T ∗ and set
Γ
Y

M :=

MT − /U

T − ∈Pω T ∗

By averageability, M ∈ EC(T, Γ) and Loś’ Theorem holds for F. Now expand M to a τ ∗
∗

M∗

∗

structure M ∗ by setting cM
:= [T − 7→ ci T − ]U . Note that Ci is the witness to cM
∈ M , so this
i
i
is a valid definition. Now we claim that M ∗ is the model satisfying T ∗ and omitting Γ. Since
M ∈ EC(T, Γ), it satisfies T and omits Γ and naming additional constants does not change this.
Now let φ ∈ T ∗ be a new sentence. Then it is of the form ψ(ci1 , . . . , cin ) for some ψ ∈ F. By
the fineness of the ultrafilter,
M∗

M∗

[φ] = {T − ∈ Pω T ∗ : MT −  ψ(ci1 T − , . . . , cin T − )} ∈ U
Since Loś’ Theorem holds for ψ, this means that
 ∗

M∗
M ∗  ψ cM
i1 , . . . , cin
Since this holds for every φ ∈ T ∗ , we have M ∗  T ∗ , as desired.

†

Although complex to parse, local compactness has a very nice corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose EC(T, Γ) is Γ-nice and p is a type such that every finite subset is a
realizable in a model of EC(T, Γ) with some fixed witness. Then p is realized in a model of
EC(T, Γ).
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Many other uses of compactness follow similarly, such as a criteria for amalgamation similar
to first-order (see [Hod93, Theorem 6.5.1]).
Corollary 3.5. Suppose EC(T, Γ) is Γ-nice. Then it has amalgamation.
Indeed, much of the rest of this section is more easily proven with the local compactness result
above. However, we have lost some generality by restricting ourselves to averageable classes of
the form EC(T, Γ). Although this is the form of our examples, we prove the following results in
greater generality and, therefore, without local compactness.
Following [Bon14], we get the following result about tameness and type shortness. Tameness
and type shortness are locality results for Galois types. We only prove type shortness (and not
the tameness follows), so we define that here. For full definitions, see, e. g., [Bon14, Section 3].
Definition 3.6. Let K be an AEC and I a linear order.
• Given M ≺K N1 , N2 from K and hx`i | i ∈ Ii, we say that


hx1i | i ∈ Ii, M, N1 EAT hx2i | i ∈ Ii, M, N2
iff there is N ∗ ∈ K and g` : N` →M N ∗ such that g1 (x1i ) = g2 (x2i ) for all i ∈ I. 
`
1
• Given M ≺K N1 , N
 2 from K and hxi | i ∈ Ii, we say that hxi | i ∈ Ii, M, N1 and
2
hxi | i ∈ Ii, M, N2 have the same Galois type, written
gtp(hx1i | i ∈ Ii/M ; N1 ) = gtp(hx2i | i ∈ Ii/M ; N2 )
iff they are related by the transitive closure of EAT . The length of the Galois type gtp(hx1i |
i ∈ Ii/M ; N1 ) is the index I
• K is fully < κ-type short iff for all I and for all Galois types gtp(hx1i | i ∈ Ii/M ; N1 )
and gtp(hx2i | i ∈ Ii/M ; N2 ), we have
gtp(hx1i | i ∈ Ii/M ; N1 ) = gtp(hx2i | i ∈ Ii/M ; N2 )
iff for all I0 ⊂ I of size < κ
gtp(hx1i | i ∈ I0 i/M ; N1 ) = gtp(hx2i | i ∈ I0 i/M ; N2 )
Note that, if K satisfies amalgamation, then EAT is already transitive. Full < ω-type shortness
follows from the assertion that Galois types are syntactic (in some sublogic of L∞,ω ). For
examples of AECs that are not type short, see Baldwin-Shelah [BlSh862].
Theorem 3.7. Suppose K is averageable. Then K is fully < ω-tame and -type short.
This relies on the following lemma, which says that the ultraproduct of K-embeddings is also
a K-embedding.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that hMi : i ∈ Ii and hNi : i ∈ Ii and fi : Mi → Ni is a K-embedding.
QΓ
QΓ
Then f :
Mi /U →
Ni /U by f ([i 7→ mi ]U ) = [i 7→ fi (mi )]U is a K-embedding.
QΓ
Proof: First, we need to know that [i 7→ fi (mi )]U is in
Ni /U . This is true because, by
the F-elementarity of each fi ,
Mi  ¬φjk (mi ) =⇒ Ni  ¬φjk (fi (mi ))
So k([i 7→ mi ]U ) is a witness for [i 7→ fi (mi )]U . Thus f is a K-embedding.

†

Proof of Theorem 3.7: We prove the type shortness and note that it implies the tameness
by [Bon14, Theorem 3.5]. Since we are not assuming amalgamation, we will show type shortness
holds for atomic Galois equivalence. Suppose that X = hxi ∈ M1 : i ∈ Ii and Y = hyi ∈ M2 :
i ∈ Ii are given such that, for all I0 ∈ Pω I,
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(hxi : i ∈ I0 i/∅; M1 )EAT (hyi : i ∈ I0 i/∅; M2 )
That is, there is NI0 ∈ K and fI`0 : M` → NI0 such that fI10 (xi ) = fI20 (yi ) for all i ∈ I0 . Let
U be a fine ultrafilter on Pω I. Then, following [Bon14], set
QΓ
• N = I0 ∈Pω I NI0 /U ;
• f ` : M` → N is given by f ` (m) = [I0 7→ fI`0 (m)]U
N is well-defined by hypothesis and f ` is a K-embedding by Lemma 3.8. For each i ∈ I,
{I0 ∈ Pω I : fI10 (xi ) = fI20 (yi )} contains [i] := {I0 ∈ Pω I : i ∈ I0 } ∈ U by the fineness. So
f 1 (xi ) = f 2 (yi ) for all i ∈ I. Then
(X/∅; M1 )EAT (Y /∅; M2 )
†
Now, following [BG], we can define two notions of coheir. There are two because the syntactic
notion of type from F and the Galois notion of type from considering K as an AEC do not
necessarily coincide, although having the same Galois type implies having the same F-type
The first is Galois coheir g ^ (this could also be called s-coheir). In this case, we consider
Galois types over finite domains. When Galois types are syntactic, these are complete syntactic
types over a finite set. The second is t-coheir t ^, which is more like the first order version.
M

Definition 3.9.

(1) Given A, B, C ⊂ M , we say Ag ^ B iff
C

for all finite a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C, gtp(a/bc) is realized in C.
(2) K has the weak Galois order property iff there are finite tuples hai , bi ∈ M : i < ωi and
c and types p 6= q ∈ gS(c) such that, for all i, j < ω,
j < i =⇒ ai bj  q
j ≥ i =⇒ ai bj  p
M

(3) Given A, B, C ⊂ M , we say At ^ B iff
C

for all finite a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C and φ(x, y, z) ∈ FK , if M  φ(a, b, c), then there is
c0 ∈ C such that M  φ(c0 , b, c).
(4) K has the weak order property iff there are finite tuples hai , bi ∈ M : i < ωi and a
formula φ(x, y, c) ∈ FK with c ∈ M such that, for all i, j < ω,
j < i ⇐⇒ M  φ(ai , bj , c)
Note that we have begun talking about Galois types over sets (rather than models, as standard)
even though we only have amalgamation over models. This adds some additional dificulties, but
we are careful to avoid them here. The adjective ‘weak’ in describing the order property means
that we only require ω length orders, rather than all ordinal lengths as in Shelah [Sh394].
This ultraproduct allows us to weaken the requirements on getting this to be an independence
relation the same way as in [BG, Section 8].
Theorem 3.10. If K is an averageable class with amalgamation that doesn’t have the weak Galois
order property and every model is ℵ0 -Galois saturated, then g ^ is an independence relation in
the sense of [BG].
Theorem 3.11. If K is an averageable class with amalgamation that doesn’t have the weak order
property and F is first-order logic, then t ^ is an independence relation in the sense of [BG].
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Note that neither of these coheir’s are precisely the definition given in [BG]: as is standard,
[BG] only considered Galois types over models (so g ^ was not used) and there was no logic
to choose (so t ^ was not possible). Nonetheless, the proofs of the above theorems go through
the same arguments as in [BG, Theorem 5.1]. The changes are minor, so we omit the details.
The interested reader can find the details on the author’s website [Bona]; the above results
are Theorems 6 and 10, respectively, from there. Note that an advantage of using t ^ is that
Existence holds for free when F is closed under existentials, although the disadvantadge is that
t
^ doesn’t always have the semantic consequences often desired when dealing with types, i.
e., if working in a class where syntactic types are not Galois types. Additionally, with a little
more stability, [BGKV16] shows that the two notions are the same if all models are ℵ0 -Galois
saturated.
We have so far seen that averageable classes are very much like elementary classes. The
following result is a further restriction on the behavior of averageable classes. It is easy to
construct an averageable class with only a single model; take the standard model of arithmetic.
For general nonelementary classes, there are many more possibilities for the spectrum function
of a class without arbitrarily large models. However, the following result shows that, in the case
of averageable classes, there are not.
Theorem 3.12. Let Γ be a finite set of countable existential3 types and let M be a structure
omitting Γ that is Γ-closed. Then, either
(a) every L structure omitting Γ and satisfying the same ∃∀-theory as M is isomorphic to
M ; or
(b) there are ⊂-extensions of M of all sizes, each satisfying the same ∃∀-theory.
We have stated the theorem in the simplest case. However, variations are possible that
strengthen the amount of Loś’ Theorem that holds and strengthen the similarity between the
models; this means that it can be applied to situations such as DLOGZ or torsion modules over
PIDs. However, the countability remains crucial for the proof.
Theorem 3.13. Let Γ be a finite set of countable types and let M be a structure omitting Γ that
is Γ-nice. Then, either
(a) every L structure omitting Γ and elementarily equivalent to M is isomorphic to M ; or
(b) there are ≺-extensions of M of all sizes.
Proof of Theorem 3.12: Enumerate each p ∈ Γ as {φpn (x) : n < ω}. Set ψ` (x) :=
∧p∈Γ ∨n<` ¬φpn (x). We use these formulas to measure the type omission of all types of Γ jointly.
Recall from Theorem 2.15, that the Γ-ultraproduct produces a proper extension if there is an
infinite subset of M that all satisfy the same ψ` . This property separates our cases.
First, suppose this property fails; we will show that (a) holds. For each ` < ω, ψ` (M ) is finite.
Thus, M is countable and we can enumerate it as {mi : i < ω}. For each i < ω, pick some `i
such that M  ψ`i (mi ). Then, define
n`

= |{n < ω : `i = `}|

N`

= |ψ` (M )|

Note n` ≤ N` < ω.
Let N be a model omitting Γ and having the same ∃∀-theory as M . Note that
∃x0 , . . . , xN` −1 (∧i<N` ψ` (xi ))
∀x0 , . . . , xN` (∧i≤N` ψ` (xi ) → ∨i6=j≤N` xi = xj )
3If Γ consists of just quantifier free types, then the requirement in (a) can be relaxed to just the same ∃- and

∀-theory.
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are both ∃∀-sentences, so |ψ` (N )| = |ψ` (M )|. We want to define bijections between these sets
that fit together to be an isomorphism; this is done through a finite injury-style argument.
We construct sequences {nL
i : i < L} for L < ω such that
(1) for all L < ω, tpqf (mi : i < L) = tpqf (nL
i : i < L) and, for all ` < ω,
M  ψ` (mi ) ⇐⇒ N  ψ` (nL
i )
(2) for all i < ω, hnL
i : i < L < ωi eventually stabilizes (in fact, it changes at most
many times)

Q

k≤`

n `k -

This is enough: For i < ω, set ni to be the eventual value of hnL
i : i < L < ωi. Our
isomorphism f will take mi to ni . This is an isomorphism onto its range by the first part of (1).
Furthermore, by the second part of (1),
|ψ` (M )| = |ψ` (N ) ∩ f (M )| = |ψ` (N )|
Since the ψ` (N ) are finite and exhaust N , we have f (M ) = N . Thus, M ∼
= N , as desired.
Construction: The following claim is key.
Claim: For all m ∈ M , there is n ∈ N such that tpqf (m) = tpqf (n) and N  ψ`∗i (ni ), where
∗
`i is the picked witness for the ith member of m.
Suppose not. Let
N ∗ = {n0 ∈ `(m) N : ∀i.N  ψ`∗i (n0i )}
Note that N ∗ is finite. Then, for each n0 ∈ N ∗ , there is a quantifier-free φn0 (x) that holds of m,
but not of n0 . Set
!
^
^
ψ := “∃x
ψ`∗i (xi ) ∧
φn0 (x) ”
i

n0 ∈N ∗

This is an ∃(¬Γ)-sentence satisfied by M and not by N , a contradiction. Thus, the claim is
proved.
Now we are ready to build {nL
i : i < l} by induction on L < ω.
Set n10 to satisfy the same qf-type as m0 and satisfy the appropriate ψ` .
For L > 1, the above Claim says that there is at least one sequence satisfying (1) for
m0 , . . . , mL−1 . Pick {nL
i : i < L} to be the sequence satisfying (1) that agrees with the largest
possible initial segment of {nL−1
: i < L − 1}.
i
It is clear that this construction satisfies (1). To see it satisfies (2), note that there are only
finitely many choices for the ith element. Thus, if an initial segment changed infinitely often, it
would necessarily repeat; however, repetition is forbidden by the construction.
Second, suppose this property fails; we will show that (b) holds. We know that the Γultraproduct is a proper extension. We will iterate this.
For each ordinal, we will construct Mα ≡∃(¬Γ) M that omits Γ and a coherent set of nonsurjective, embeddings fβ,α : Mβ → α for β < α.
For α = 0, set M0 = M .
QΓ
For α = β + 1, set Mα :=
Mβ /U , for U a nonprincipal ultrafilter on ω. Note that this
is a structure since the data is Γ-closed by Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.6.(2). Then the
ultrapower map  is a nonsurjective embedding. Set fγ,α =  ◦ fγ,β .
QΓ
For α limit. Let U be a nonprinicipal uniform ultrafilter on α and set Mα := β Mβ /U ; note
that this is a Γ-ultraproduct rather than a Γ-ultrapower. Again, this is a structure. This shares
the same ∃(¬Γ) theory of the Mβ ’s.
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m
Define fβ,α : Mβ → Mα by fβ,α (m) = [gβ,α
]U where
(
fβ,γ (m) β ≤ γ < α
m
gβ,α
(γ) =
0
γ<β

Then this is a nonsurjective K-embedding such that fβ,α = fγ,α ◦ fβ,γ .
Since this chain is increasing, Mα ≥ |M | + |α|, giving us the desired result.

†

4. Examples
We now give several examples of classes EC(T, Γ) for which our construction gives some
compactness results. The meaning of “some compactness results” is left vague, but the general
behavior is that these are averageable classes for the appropriate fragment F. Another class of
examples from torsion modules over PIDs is discussed in the next section.
As a final cautionary example, we discuss the case of Archimedean fields. Typically, Archimedean
fields are presented as ordered fields omitting the type of an infinite element p∞ (x) = {x > n · 1 :
n < ω}. However, if we take the theory of fields (of characteristic 0) and this type, then the
data is not even p-closed: the p∞ -ultraproduct has no positive infinite element, but does have
infinitesimals and a negative infinite element; thus it’s not closed under the field operations.
Thus, to fit into this framework, Γ must contain continuum many types, one each to explicitly
omit the positive and negative infinite elements and the infinitesimal elements above and below
each standard element. After these types are added, the class is Γ-closed with R as a maximal
model of size 2ℵ0 = |R| (this maximality agrees nicely with Theorem 2.15).
Another example along these lines is to consider differentially closed fields where every element
is differentially algebraic over the constants (so it omits the type of a differential transcendental).
4.1. Banach Spaces. Banach spaces are the motivating example from this work: viewing continuous first-order logic as a certain fragment of Lω1 ,ω (see Boney [Bonb]) lead to viewing the
Banach space ultraproduct as one that, in part, omits unbounded elements by simply excluding
them. We outline how this can be put into this framework.
Let Lb = hB, R; +B , 0B ; +R , ·R , 0R , 1R , <R , cr ; k · k, ·scalar ir∈R be the two sorted language of
normed linear spaces. Then Tb says that
• {cr : r ∈ R} is a copy of R; and
• B is a vector space over R, with norm k · k : B → R.
We want to ensure that, in the ultraproduct, R and B each have no nonstandard elements,
i. e., omit the type of an element of R that is not some cr . Similar to the case of Archimedean
fields, it is not enough to omit a single type; instead every nonnegative real must have a types
specifying there is no nonstandard real around it and a type specifying there are not Banach
space elements that would be mapped to such an element.
• p∞ (x) = {R(x) ∧ (x < −n ∨ n < x) : n < ω};
• pr (x) = {R(x) ∧ (x 6= cr ) ∧ (cr− n1 < x < cr+ n1 ) : n < ω} for r ∈ R;
• q∞ (x) = {B(x) ∧ (kxk < −n ∨ n < kxk) : n < ω}; and
• qr (x) = {B(x) ∧ (kxk =
6 cr ) ∧ (cr− n1 < x < cr+ n1 ) : n < ω}.
Set Γ = {pr (x) : r ∈ R ∪ {∞}} ∪ {qr (x) : r ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}}. We omit the details, but EC(Tb , Γ)
is Γ-closed: the key details is that the standard real number that two sequences correspond to
can be used to calculate the standard real number their sum or product corresponds to. This
means that the Universal Loś’ Theorem holds. Additionally, by Observation 2.7, the class of
formulas which Loś’ Theorem holds is closed under “bounded quantification,” that is, of the
form
∃x (φ(x, y) ∧ kxk < c)
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for some c > 0.
Comparing this with first-order continuous logic, there is not a requirement that the space
be of bounded diameter. Moreover, the condition above recovers some of the results from Ben
Yaacov [BYa08] about unbounded metric spaces.
Other results for continuous logic can be recovered through these methods. For instance,
when trying to extend the language Lb and preserve the Γ-closedness of the class, the relevant
condition turns out to be uniform continuity of the function or relation, which agrees with the
results from continuous first-order logic. Additionally, a continuous version of the Γ-ultraproduct
can be developed along the same lines.
4.2. Abelian Torsion Groups. Let Lg = {+, 0, −·} and Tag be the theory of abelian groups.
Abelian torsion groups are models of Tag that omit tor(x) = {n · x 6= 0 : n < ω}. We claim that
abelian torsion groups are tor-closed.
Proposition 4.1. If G is an abelian group, then it is tor-closed.
Proof: Given g ∈ G, we have that G  ¬(n · g 6= 0) exactly when o(g) | n. Since o(g) = o(−g)
and o(g1 + g2 ) = lcm(o(g1 ), o(g2 )) | o(g1 )o(g2 ), setting g− (n) = n and g+ (n, m) = nm shows that
G is tor-closed.
†
A more in depth analysis shows the full Loś’ Theorem holds in the wider class of torsion
modules over a PID.
4.3. DLOGZ. We consider the theory of densely ordered abelian groups4 with the infinitary
property of having a cofinal Z-chain. The first order part of this theory was first shown to have
quantifier elimination by Skolem [Sko31]5. We will show that the first order portion of the theory
is preserved by the appropriate p-ultraproduct, and then use quantifier elimination to bootstrap
the full version of Loś’ Theorem.
Set T := T h(Q, <, +, −, 0, 1, n)n∈Z and Z(x) := {x ≤ cn or cm ≤ x : n < m ∈ Z}, where cn
is the constant representing n. By a model of DLOGZ, we mean a model of T that omits Z,
i. e. one where {cn : n ∈ Z} is a discrete, countable sequence that is cofinal in both directions.
This theory has quantifier elimination and is axiomatized by the axioms for an ordered, uniquely
divisible, torsion-free abelian group that is dense as an ordering and the elementary diagram of
(Z, +, <).
Proposition 4.2. (EC(T, Z), ≺) is closed under Z-ultraproducts and they satisfy Loś’ Theorem.
Morever, this is a class with amalgamation where Galois types are syntactic.
Proof: Let Mi be a model of DLOGZ for each i ∈ I and let U be an ultrafilter on I.
QZ
Claim 4.3.
Mi /U is a structure that models T .
Proof: We have to show that it contains the constants and is closed under functions. Each
i
cn is represented by [i 7→ cM
n−1 or cn+1 ≤ x” everywhere. Next
n ]U , which fails to satisfy “x ≤ cQ
Z
we look at addition; subtraction is similar. Let [f ]U , [g]U ∈
Mi /U that are witnessed by
cnf < [f ]U

< cmf

c ng <

< cmg

[g]U

4Note that the group structure is not crucial here, and the same analysis could be done with the theory of dense

linear orders with a cofinal Z-chain.

5For a little more history, see the introduction of Hieronymi [Hie16]. Also, Miller [Mil01] contains a proof and is

more easily accessible than Skolem’s original
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Then [f ]U + [g]U = [f + g]U ∈

QZ

Mi /U as witnessed by

cnf +g = cnf + cng < [f ]U + [g]U < cmf + cmg = cmf +g
QZ

Since
Mi /U is a structure, we now wish to show it models T . We know ∃∀-sentences transfer,
so we only need to show that the existentials in the divisibility of the group and denseness of the
order hold.
QZ
For the divisibility, suppose [f ]U ∈
Mi /U and k < ω such that there is X ∈ U and nf <
mf ∈ Z such that, for all i ∈ X, Mi  cnf < f (i) < cng . Then, for each i ∈ I, there is fk (i) ∈ Mi
such that
f
f
Mi  k · (i) = f (i) ∧ (c−|nf |−|mf | < (i) < c|nf |+|mf |
k
k
QZ
QZ
For the denseness, suppose [f ]U , [g]U ∈
Mi /U such that
Mi /U  [f ]u < [g]U . Thus,
there is X ∈ U and nf < mf , ng < mg ∈ Z such that, for all i ∈ X, we have
(1) Mi  f (i) < g(i);
(2) Mi  cnf < f (i) < cmf ; and
(3) Mi  cng < g(i) < cmg .
Q
We can find h ∈ Mi such that Mi  f (i) < h(i) < g(i). For i ∈ X, we have Mi  cnf < h(i) <
QZ
QZ
cng . Thus, [h]U ∈
Mi /U and
Mi /U  [f ]U < [h]U < [g]U .
Claim 4.4. The Z-ultraproduct satisfies Loś’ Theorem.
This follows by Proposition 2.13 and quantifier elimination.
Second, we show that the class has amalgamation and that Galois types are syntactic. Note
that, by definition of the class, having the same Galois type implies having the same syntactic
type. Let M0 ≺ M1 , M2 ∈ EC(T, Z), possibly with a` ∈ M` such that tp(a1 /M0 ; M1 ) =
tp(a2 /M0 ; M2 ). Then, since the elementary class of models of T has amalgamation and has that
syntactic types are Galois types, there is N ∗  T and f` : M` →M0 N ∗ such that, if we are dealing
with types, f1 (a1 ) = f2 (a2 ). N ∗ might realize p, but set N to be the substructure of N ∗ with
universe {x ∈ N | ∃n, m ∈ Z.N ∗  cn < x < cm }. This is a substructure of N ∗ that models T ,
contains f1 (M1 ) and f2 (M2 ), and omits p. By quantifier elimination, these inclusions are actually
elementary substructure. Thus N is the desired amalgam. Additionally, if we are dealing with
the type statement, f1 (a1 ) = f2 (a2 ), so gtp(a1 /M0 ; M1 ) = gtp(a2 /M0 ; M2 ) as desired.
†
This example can be generalized by looking at ordered R-vector spaces over an ordered division
ring R rather than just ordered divisible abelian group. By [Dri98, Corollary 1.(7.8)], this wider
class also has quantifier elimination and the argument works in the same way.
4.4. Multi-sorted first order logic. Take a multi-sorted language τ with sorts {Sα : α < κ}
and a theory T . There is a natural correspondence between multi-sorted models of T and models
of a (non-sorted) first-order theory T ∗ in the language τ ∗ := τ ∪ {Sα : α < κ} that omit the
type sort(x) := {¬Sα (x) : α < κ}. Then, the class EC(T ∗ , sort) is not sort-nice, but is still
well-behaved with respect to the sort-ultraproduct in the following sense.
Proposition 4.5. EC(T ∗ , sort) satisfies Loś’ Theorem with respect to τ ∗ formulas that come
from sorted τ formulas.
Proof: First, we observe that the class is sort-closed: if F be a function of τ , then T ∗
determines the sort of F applied to any valid input. This means that a the universal Loś’
Theorem holds. Moreover, suppose that ∃xφ(x, y) is a τ ∗ formula that comes from a sorted τ
formula. Then, this formula determines which sort a witness x would be in. This is precisely the
information required to define the function g∃xφ(x,y) ; note that it is a constant function. Thus,
the set of formulas that EC(T ∗ , sort) satisfies Loś’ Theorem with contain all quantifier-free τ ∗
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formulas that come from sorted τ formulas and is closed under exstentials. By applying Remark
2.5, this extends to the class of all formulas coming from sorted τ formulas, as desired.
†
This allows one to read off the normal compactness results of sorted first-order logic from the
results of this paper; moreover, Theorem 3.12 means that a sorted model has proper elementary
extensions iff one of the sorts has infinite size. Indeed, this correspondence seems to go both ways
and one could likely perform the same analysis in this paper by looking at which EC classes are
“sortable.”
4.5. Highly Complete Ultrafilters. Our final example shows that, if there are very complete
ultraproducts, then this new ultraproduct coincides with the classic one.
QΓ
Q
Theorem 4.6. If U is χ-complete, χ > |Γ|, and χ > |p| for all p ∈ Γ, then
Mi /U = Mi /U .
QΓ
Q
Q
QΓ
Proof: We always have
Mi ⊂ Mi . Let f ∈ Mi . We want to show f ∈
Mi by
finding a witness. For each φ ∈ p ∈ Γ, set Xφf,p := {i ∈ I : Mi  ¬φ(f (i))}. For each p ∈ Γ, I is
the union of {Xφf,p : φ ∈ p}. Since |p| < χ, there is some φp such that Xφf,p
∈ U . Then
p
X f = ∩p∈Γ Xφf,p
∈U
p
shows that the map p 7→ φp is a witness. Thus

QΓ

Mi =

Q

Mi .

†

Note that, if κ is some large cardinal giving rise to κ-complete ultrafilters and K is averageable
with respect to κ-complete ultrafilters, then K will satisfy the relevant parts of the last section
with κ in place of ω; see [Bon14] and [BG, Section 8] for what is relevant.
5. Torsion Modules
In this section, we explore the previous results applied to torsion modules over PIDs and apply
some results for nonelementary stability theory. The stability theoretic results are not deep (and
probably follow from results about modules and other properties of torsion modules), but we
intend this to show what can be done.
5.1. The Torsion Ultraproduct. For this subsection, assume that R is a commutative ring
with unity.6
We review some basics of the model theory of modules, using Prest [Pre88] as the reference.
The language is LR = h+, r·, −, 0ir∈R . Then the theory of R-modules TR is the statement of all
of the module axioms; note that this is a universal theory. Given a module M and m ∈ M , set
OM (m) := {r ∈ R : r · m = 0 and r is regular}
Recall that regular elements are those that are not zero divisors. We drop the M if it is clear.
If this set is non-empty and m 6= 0, then m is a torsion element and every element of O(m) is
called an order of m. If every element of M is a torsion element, then M is a torsion module.
Note that Shelah [Sh977] has recently explored the more general behavior of Lλ,µ -theories of
modules, but does not deal with compactness or nonforking7.
Set tor(x) = {r · x 6= 0 : r ∈ R} to be the type of a torsion-free element. Let {Mi : i ∈ I} be a
collection of torsion modules (i.e. modules that omit tor) and let U be an ultrafilter on I. Then
6The following weakening of commutativity is also sufficient: ∀x∀y∃z(xy = zx). Then we can take the ultraproduct

of left torsion modules.
7 [Sh977] says he intends to deal with nonforking in [ShF1210], but this has yet to appear.
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the tor-ultraproduct is
tor
Y

Mi /U := {[f ]U

: f∈

Y

Mi and there is Xf ∈ U and rf ∈ R

such that rf ∈ OMi (mi ) for all i ∈ Xf }
Proposition 5.1. EC(TR , tor) is tor-closed and the universal Loś’ Theorem holds.
Proof: Note that the first part implies the second by Theorem 2.4.
We need to construct functions that tell us the order of a sum, etc. based on the order
of the inputs. For later use,
Q we do more: for each LR -term τ (x), we inductively construct
fτ : R`(x) → R such that fτ00 O(mi ) ⊂ O(τ (m0 , . . . , mn−1 ))
• if τ (x) = xi , then fτ (r) = ri ;
• if τ = s · σ, then fτ = fσ ;
• if τ = σ + χ, then fτ = fσ fχ ; and
• if τ = −σ, then fτ = fσ .
Thus, EC(TR , tor) is tor-closed..
Qtor
In fact,
Mi /U is precisely the torsion subgroup of the full ultraQ in this case, we have
product Mi /U . Thus, the construction of the tor-ultraproduct is not new, but we can use the
results from earlier sections and the model theory of modules to get some new results.
Further study of the ultraproduct requires specialization to PIDs, but we already have the
following dividing line for modules. Roughly, this says that, given a torsion module over a
countable commutative ring, either it is the only torsion module like it or there are torsion
modules like it of all sizes.
Corollary 5.2. Let M be a torsion module over a countable, commutative ring. Then either
(1) every torsion module that is ∃- and ∀-equivalent to M is in fact isomorphic to M ; or
(2) there are torsion ⊂∀ -extensions of M of all sizes (in fact, the all model the same ∃∀
theory).
Note that there is no explicitly stated restriction on the size of the module in (1), but M will
necessarily be countable as will any torsion module ∀-equivalent to it.
Proof: This is Theorem 3.12 in this context.
†
5.2. Torsion Compactness over PIDs. For the remained of this subsection, assume that R
is a principal ideal domain. Note that PIDs are integral domains, so all nonzero elements are
regular.
The goal of this subsection is to prove Loś’ Theorem for elementarily equivalent modules. The
proof of this uses Proposition 2.13 and has two steps:
(1) recall that TR has p. p. elimination of quantifiers; and
(2) show that Loś’ Theorem holds for p. p. formulas (and a little more).
We need to recall the key facts about p. p. elimination of quantifiers.
Definition 5.3. φ(x) is a p. p. (primitive positive) formula iff it is a conjunction of formulas
of the form pn | τ (x) and τ (x) = 0 for a term τ , a prime p ∈ R, and n < ω.
Note that p. p. formulas have a more general definition (see [Pre88, Section 2] for the more
general definition and a deeper discussion of their role in the model thoery of modules), but this
is an equivalent formulation in PIDs ( [Pre88, Theorem 2.Z1]). Indeed this formulation is the key
reason we have specified to PIDs as it allows us to prove Loś’ Theorem for p. p. formulas. Note
that Shelah [Sh977, Theorem 2.4] has a much more general version of this result for Lλ,θ -theories
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of modules (note he calls these formulas p. e. or “positive existential”), but the first-order
version suffices.
Given a complete theory of a module, all formulas are equivalent to a boolean combination of
p. p. formulas. However, a more precise result involving invariants conditions is true.
Definition 5.4. Given a module and p. p. formulas φ(x) and ψ(x), set Inv(M, φ, ψ) =
|φ(M )/φ(M )∩ψ(M )|. An invariants condition is the assertion that Inv(M, φ, ψ) is either greater
than or less than some k < ω.
Fact 5.5 ( [Pre88].2.13). If φ(x) is a formula, then there is a boolean combination of invariants
conditions σ and a boolean combination of p. p. formulas ψ(x) such that
TR ` ∀x(φ(x) ⇐⇒ (σ ∧ ψ(x)))
Lemma 5.6. Suppose all Mi are elementarily equivalent. Given [f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ∈
and p. p. φ(x),
{i ∈ I : Mi  φ(f0 (i), fn−1 (i))} ∈ U ⇐⇒

tor
Y

Qtor

Mi /U

Mi /U  φ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

Proof: Note that ¬φ(x) is universal, so right to left follows from Theorem 5.1 above. For the
other direction, suppose φ(x) is of the following form:
^
^
n
(∃yj .pj j · yj = τj (x)) ∧
(σj (x) = 0)
j<m0

j<m

and that Y := {i ∈ I : Mi  φ(f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U . The difficulty is establishing that the
existential witnesses lie in the tor-ultraproduct. By the definition of the tor-ultraproduct, each
parameter [fk ]U has some fixed order on a U -large set, say rk ∈ OMi (fk (i)) for all i ∈ Xk ∈ U .
Then r := fτi (r0 , . . . , rn−1 ) will be an order for them on X := ∩k<n Xk ; recall that fτ was
constructed in the proof of Proposition 5.1.
For each i ∈ Y and j < m, find mij such that
n

Mi  pj j · mij = τj (f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))
Q
Then r is also an order for each mij when i ∈ X. We define gj ∈ Mi by
(
mij if i ∈ X ∩ Y
gj (i) =
0
otherwise
Qtor
Then r and X ∩ Y ∈ U witness that [gj ]U ∈
Mi /U for each j < m and
tor
Y

Thus,

Qtor

n

Mi /U  pj j · [gj ]U = τj ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

Mi /U  φ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ), as desired.

We can easily extend this result to boolean combinations of p. p. formulas.
Corollary 5.7. Suppose Mi are elementarily equivalent. Given [f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ∈
and a boolean combination of p. p. φ(x),
{i ∈ I : Mi  φ(f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U ⇐⇒

tor
Y

Qtor

Mi /U

Mi /U  φ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

Remark 5.8. Lemma 5.6 is the key result that requires the specialization to modules over PIDs,
and it’s not currently known if this holds in general for commutative rings. As an alternate
hypothesis, this result also holds if all annihilator ideals are prime.
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We can use the fact that Loś’ Theorem holds for p. p. formulas to show that it also holds for
boolean combinations of invariants conditions (these are sometimes called invariants sentences).
Lemma 5.9. Suppose that all Mi are elementarily equivalent. Let φ be a boolean
Qtor combination
of invariants conditions. Then φ is part of the common theory of the Mi ’s iff
Mi /U  φ.
Proof: Since a negation of a boolean combination is itself a boolean combination, it suffices
to show one direction. Thus, assume that Mi  φ for all i ∈ I. Since conjunctions and disjunctions transfer (see Remark 2.5 or easy to work out the details), we only have to show this for
Inv(M, φ, ψ) ≥ k and Inv(M, φ, ψ) < k. WLOG, assume ψ implies φ. Note that
^
^
Inv(M, φ, ψ) ≥ k ≡ “∃v0 , . . . , vk−1 (
φ(vi ) ∧
¬ψ(vj − vi ))00
i<k

Inv(M, φ, ψ) < k

≡

“∀v0 , . . . , vk−1 (

_
i<k

j<i<k

¬φ(vi ) ∨

_

ψ(vj − vi ))00

j<i<k

W
Inv(M,
φ, ψ) ≥ k is ∃∀, so the result holds by Proposition 2.6. The formula “ i<k ¬φ(vi ) ∨
W
j<i<k ψ(vj − vi )” is a boolean combination of p. p. formulas, so it transfers by Corollary 5.7.
Then Inv(M, φ, ψ) < k is universal over a formula that transfers, so it transfers as well; again,
see Remark 2.5 or work out the details.
†
We now have all of the tools that we need to prove the full version of Loś’ Theorem.
Theorem 5.10. Let TR∗ be a complete theory LR -theory extending TR (recall R is a PID). Then
EC(TR∗ , tor) satisfies Loś’ Theorem with the tor-ultraproduct.
Proof: Suppose that {Mi | i ∈ I} are torsion models of TR∗ and U is an ultrafilter on I.
Qtor
Qtor
Then
Mi /U is a torsion module by Proposition 5.1. Let [f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U ∈
Mi /U
and φ(x) be a formula. By Fact 5.5, φ(x) is equivalent modulo TR to a boolean combination σ
of invariants conditions and a boolean combination ψ(x) of p. p. formauls. Then
{i ∈ I : Mi  φ(f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

{i ∈ I : Mi  σ ∧ ψ(f0 (i), . . . , fn−1 (i))} ∈ U
tor
Y
Mi /U  σ ∧ ψ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )
tor
Y

Mi /U  φ([f0 ]U , . . . , [fn−1 ]U )

The first and third equivalence is by Fact 5.5 and the second equivalence is by Corollary 5.7 and
Lemma 5.9.
†
5.3. Examples. For this subsection, we specialize to R = Z. That is, we examine abelian torsion
groups.
We look at some examples of torsion abelian groups and
W examine how the groups differ from
their tor-ultraproducts and how the AEC (Mod(T ∪ {∀x n<ω n · x = 0}), ≺) differs from the
elementary class (Mod(T ), ≺).
Qtor
Q
We list some torsion abelian groups G such that G 
G/U  G/U 8. The main point
here is the inequalities, as the elementary
Q substructure results follow from Theorem 5.10. If
G does not have finite exponent, then
G/U necessarily contains elements with no order, so
Qtor
Q
Qtor
G/U ( G/U . Theorem 2.15 gives a condition for G (
G/U . In this context, the
result becomes:
8Formally, G is not a subset of Qtor G/U , but is canonically embedded in it; we blur this distinction by identifying

g ∈ G and [i 7→ g]U ∈

Qtor

G/U
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If there is some n < ω such that there are infinitely many g ∈ G such that o(g) | n, then
Qtor
G(
G/U .
Thus, the following groups are all proper elementary subgroups of their tor-ultraproducts (for
any nonprincipal ultrafilter).
(1) ⊕n<ω Zn
(2) More generally, ⊕n<ω Zsn for any sequence hsn : n < ωi such that there is a prime p that
divides infinitely many of the sn ’s
(3) ⊕n<ω Z(p∞ ) for any prime p or ⊕n<ω Q/Z
Note that Z(p∞ ) and Q/Z (or the sum of finitely many of them) do not satisfy this criterion.
Thus, by Theorem 5.2, any torsion group elementarily equivalent to them is in fact isomorphic
to them.
Consider G = ⊕n<ω Z2n and I = ω. Note that, for any
Qtornonzero g ∈ G, there is a maximum
k < ω such that 2k | g. However,
this
is
not
the
case
in
G/U : set f : I → ω sucht that f (i)
Q
is 2i−1 in Z2i , i.e. f (i) ∈ Z2n such that
(
2i−1 if i = n
f (i)(n) =
0
otherwise
Qtor
Then each f (i) has order 2, so [f ]U ∈
G/U . However, for every k < ω,
{i ∈ I : G  ∃y.2k · y = f (i)} = ω − (k + 1) ∈ U
Qtor

Qtor
So
G/U  2k | [f ]U for all k < ω. Thus there are countable submodels of
G/U not
isomorphic to G. Thus, T h(G) is not countably categorical amongst abelian torsion groups.
In contrast, we now examine T h(⊕Z(p∞ )). We will show that this theory is not categorical
as an elementary class, but it is categorical in all cardinals (and more) in the class of abelian
torsion groups9.
This gives a concrete example of a torsion group where more stability theoretic machinery is
available when viewing it as a member of a nonelementary class.
For the first part, we note the following general fact.
Proposition 5.11. If R is a PID and M is a torsion module such that
(1) annM = {0}; and
(2) there is r ∈ R such that {m ∈ M : r ∈ O(m)},
then T h(M ) is not categorical in any λ ≥ |R|.
If R = Z, then the first condition says that M is not of finite exponent.
Proof: WLOG, |M | = |R|. The given conditions ensure that, for any torsion M 0 ≡ M ,
M0 

tor
Y

M 0 /U 

Y

M/U

Q

and that M/U is not torsion. Thus, we have a torsion and non-torsion module elementarily
equivalent to M in all cardinalities of size at least |R|. Since torsion and non-torsion modules
are obviously non-isomorphic, we have the result.
†
For the second part, we show that, if we have torsion G ≡ ⊕n<ω Z(p∞ ), then G ∼
= ⊕i<|G| Z(p∞ ).
We rely on the following well-known fact about divisible abelian groups.
Fact 5.12. Every divisible group is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Q and Z(q ∞ ).
9More formally, this means that the class M od(T h(⊕Z(p∞ ))) is not categorical, but M od(T h(⊕Z(p∞ )) ∪
W
{∀x n<ω n · x = 0}) is categorical in all cardinals.
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Since we know G is a divisible p-group, it cannot contain any copies of Q or Z(q ∞ ) for q 6= p.
Also, every element of G has infinitely many pth roots, so it cannot be a direct sum of finitely
many copies of Z(p∞ ). Thus, G ∼
= ⊕i<|G| Z(p∞ ).
5.4. Some Stability Theory. Now that a compactness result is established, we wish to explore
some stability theory for torsion modules over a PID (considered as an AEC). It is already
known that all modules are stable (see [Pre88, Theorem 3.A]), but we have seen that examining
nonelementary classes can give stronger results.
Definition 5.13. Let M be an infinite torsion module over a PID. Then KM is the AEC whose
models are all torsion modules elementarily equivalent to M (in the sense of first-order logic)
and where ≺ is elementary substructure.
It is easy to see that this is an AEC. This class is averageable by Theorem 5.10. Furthermore,
this AEC is nicely behaved in the sense that amalgamation holds; Galois types are (first-order)
syntactic types; and KM has no maximal models holds unless all models are isomorphic to M .
Proposition 5.14. KM has amalgamation, joint embedding, and Galois types are syntactic.
Proof: We show amalgamation and Galois types are syntactic together. Note that, since
strong substructure is elementary substructure, having the same Galois type implies having
the same syntactic type. Let M0 ≺ M1 , M2 from KM , possibly with a` ∈ M` such that
tp(a1 /M0 ; M1 ) = tp(a2 /M0 , M2 ). Then, by amalgamation for first order theories, we can find a
module N ∗ and f` : M` → N ∗ , for ` = 1, 2, that agree on M0 and (if they exist) f1 (a1 ) = f2 (a2 ).
Set N to be the torsion subgroup of N ∗ . The torsion radical preserves pure embeddings and
picks out a pure subgroup, so we have
f` (M` ) ⊂pure N ⊂pure N ∗
Since they are elementarily equivalent, Inv(f` (M` ), φ, ψ) = Inv(N ∗ , φ, ψ) for all p. p. formulas
φ and ψ and pureness implies that N has the same invariants conditions. Thus, N is elementarily
equivalent and the embeddings are elementary. Furthermore, the f` witness that a1 and a2 have
the same Galois type.
The proof of joint embedding is similar.
†
Note that although two tuples having the same Galois type and having the same syntactic
type are the same, the “Galois types are syntactic” result above should not be taken to mean
that any consistent, complete set of formulas is realized as a Galois type; obviously, this is not
true a non-torsion element. However, we do have a local compactness result: any partial type is
realizable iff there is a fixed order such that all of its finite subsets are realizable with that fixed
order.
Proposition 5.15. Let A ⊂ N ∈ KM and p(x) be a consistent set of formulas with parameters
in A. Then there is an extension of N that realizes p iff there are r0 , . . . , rn−1 ∈ R such that,
for every finite q ⊂ p, there is an extension of N that realizes q ∪ {ri · xi = 0 : i < n}.
Proof: This is Theorem 3.3 in this context.

†

Proposition 5.16. KM has no maximal models or consists of a single model up to isomorphism.
Proof: Follows directly from Theorem 3.13.
Since this class is stable, we have a unique independence relation.
Theorem 5.17.

(1) KM is Galois stable at least in all λω .

†
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(2) Coheir is a stability-like independence relation.
(3) Any independence relation satisfying Existence, Extension, and Uniqueness is coheir.
Proof:
(1) KM has less types than M od(T h(M )) (this uses that Galois types are syntactic), which
is stable (see [Pre88, Chapter 3, Example 1]).
(2) This follows from Theorem 3.11.
(3) This is [BGKV16, Corollary 5.18]
As a consequence of the last statement, this means that the good frame defined by nonsplitting
from Vasey [Vas16] is the same as coheir in K⊕n<ω Z(p∞ ) .
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